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About This Game

Fight your way through an army of… evil ladies?!
Smash Boy is an action game that can be played entirely with the mouse.

Experience simple yet fast paced action as you battle against large groups of enemies in this single-player side-scrolling beat ‘em
up.

Customize and create your own unique attack combinations and equip skills in order to raise your parameters and change your
fighting style to your liking! You can earn “SP” from defeated enemies to strengthen your character even further.

The game also offers a “Custom Battle” mode where you can freely edit stages and choose the enemies you would like to fight.

Note: “Version.KZ” is a more affordable version of the game that removes certain elements in order to fit an all-ages audience.
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i love this game. the devil may cry of pc gaming. Smash Boy is a pretty good game, albeit a bit short on story, for which the
Subquests and hidden mode mostly make up for.

There is a patch available to restore removed H-Content, but I would recommend to pick it up on DLSite. If you already own
the DLSite full release of Smash Boy, then you have all of the patch contents you'll need.

Story is about 50 minutes to 2 hours depending on both difficulty and level of techniques set up. The hidden mode might be
infinite, but as of this review, I'm at level 64 or thereabouts.. Smash Boy is a pretty good game, albeit a bit short on story, for
which the Subquests and hidden mode mostly make up for.

There is a patch available to restore removed H-Content, but I would recommend to pick it up on DLSite. If you already own
the DLSite full release of Smash Boy, then you have all of the patch contents you'll need.

Story is about 50 minutes to 2 hours depending on both difficulty and level of techniques set up. The hidden mode might be
infinite, but as of this review, I'm at level 64 or thereabouts.. the devil may cry of pc gaming. Came for the femdom, stayed for
the gameplay

Seriously the huge amount of ways to customize this game, from implementing the music to the enemies attack patterns, leaves
it with an insane amount of replayability. There is a main campaign, sidequests, a custom level mode, and an extra mode after
beating the aforementioned main campaign. You can unlock and change your moveset as much as you like, and even change
between sets during a fight at the press of a number key. The game has a demo version so you really have no excuse not to try it
out. If you're looking for a really fun 2D beat-em up then Smash Boy is must buy.

And if you're looking for a reverse ryona game then this is ALSO a must buy.
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Do you know that you can now have the damn patch on Steam?. i love this game. Came for the femdom, stayed for the
gameplay

Seriously the huge amount of ways to customize this game, from implementing the music to the enemies attack patterns, leaves
it with an insane amount of replayability. There is a main campaign, sidequests, a custom level mode, and an extra mode after
beating the aforementioned main campaign. You can unlock and change your moveset as much as you like, and even change
between sets during a fight at the press of a number key. The game has a demo version so you really have no excuse not to try it
out. If you're looking for a really fun 2D beat-em up then Smash Boy is must buy.

And if you're looking for a reverse ryona game then this is ALSO a must buy.. Do you know that you can now have the damn
patch on Steam?
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